APPA Launches Website to Support Community Corrections in the Tribal Sector

The American Probation and Parole Association, with funding from the Bureau of Justice Assistance, is excited to announce the launch of the Tribal Community Corrections Support Center website. This is a re-envisioning of our previous Tribal Repository, expanding the scope and making it more user-friendly in the process.

Our goal with this project is to address the needs of our audiences: Community Corrections personnel and management working in the Tribal Sector, as well as researchers of Tribal data. The new website clarifies the work we are doing in Native American country, the resources we provide, and technical assistance offerings. We will be regularly updating it with helpful information, announcements, publications, webinars, and more.

We hope you find the TCCSC website easy-to-use and help us establish it as a go-to source of information in Tribal community supervision.